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"We have continued to evolve the structure and content of this textbook in step with the rapidly changing world of international business. This includes completely revising several
key chapters, including Chapter 6, on International Trade. This is entirely updated and includes new case studies covering both the trade-war between the US and China and the
complex Brexit process. These and other real-world developments have made a wide range of stakeholders much more aware of the significance of global trade
interdependencies than in the past. Chapter 16 on the European Union is also entirely updated to take account of Brexit and a range of new socio-political and economic events
in Europe. Chapter 11 ('MNEs as Responsible Stakeholders') has been removed, making this edition more consolidated,with 20 rather than 21 chapters. In place of Chapter 11
we have inserted new sections, frameworks and case studies on responsible business throughout the book as a fundamental dimension of international businesstheory and
practice across all the other chapters. New case studies, such as 'Businesses and NGOs working together on climate change' in Chapter 4, provideadditional material on this
topic. Chapter 14, on 'Political risk and negotiation strategy' also features new case studies on the 'US-Venezuela oil dispute' and 'Huaweiaccused of spying'"-Broadcast News Writing, Reporting, and Producing, 7th Edition is the leading book covering all aspects of writing and reporting the news. It identifies the key concepts and terms
readers need to know in the news gathering and dissemination process, and provides practical, real-world advice for operating in the modern day newsroom. New to the seventh
Edition are profiles of working journalists who give readers a glimpse into the working life of modern reporters, producers, and directors. This new edition also covers important
aspects of the use of social media, drone journalism, and digital technology. A new chapter on portfolio development will assist readers in developing the skills to advance in their
careers. The text has also been updated to reflect new industry standards in modes of information gathering and delivery, writing style, and technology. Additional features
include: Key words at the start of every chapter, identifying important terms and definitions; End of chapter summaries, which allows readers to review the chapter’s main points;
"Text Your Knowledge", which helps readers quiz themselves on important concepts; Chapter-by-chapter exercises, which readers can apply to a chapter’s themes; A
companion website featuring video tutorials of necessary skills for journalists, including how to arrange lighting structures, how to hold a microphone, and how to properly conduct
an interview.
Includes bibliograhical references and index.
For introductory International Business courses with the need for a brief, accessible text. International Business 4/e places culture and globalization front and center to motivate
and enable students to grasp difficult conceptual material. This approach has made it the fastest growing international business book available today.
Transnational Management provides an integrated conceptual framework to guide students and instructors through the challenges facing today's multinational enterprises.
Through text narrative and cases, the authors skilfully examine the development of strategy, organizational capabilities, and management roles and responsibilities for operating
in the global economy. The key concepts are developed in eight chapters that are supplemented by carefully selected practical case studies from world-leading case writers. All
chapters have been revised and updated for this eighth edition to reflect the latest thinking in transnational management while retaining the book's strong integrated conceptual
framework. Ten new cases have been added, and four others updated. A full range of online support materials are available, including detailed case teaching notes, almost 200
PowerPoint slides, and a test bank. Suitable for MBA, executive education and senior undergraduate students studying international management, international business or
global strategy courses, Transnational Management offers a uniquely global perspective on the subject.
Research Methods For Business, 8th Edition explains the principles and practices of using a systematic, organized method for solving problematic issues in business
organizations. Designed to help students view research from the perspective of management, this popular textbook guides students through the entire business research
process. Organized into six main themes—Introduction, Defining the Management and the Research Problem, Theory, Collecting Information, Drawing Conclusions, and Writing
and Presenting the Research Report—the text enables students to develop the skills and knowledge required to successfully create, conduct, and analyze a research project. Now
in its eighth edition, this popular textbook has been thoroughly updated to incorporate substantial new and expanded content, and reflect current research methods and practices.
The text uses a unique blended learning approach, allowing instructors the flexibility to custom-tailor their courses to fit their specific needs. This innovative approach combines
the face-to-face classroom methods of the instructor with internet-based activities that enable students to study what they want, when they want, at their own pace.
The 7th Edition of Global Marketing Management prepares students to become effective managers overseeing global marketing activities in an increasingly competitive
environment. The text’s guiding principle, as laid out concisely and methodically by authors Kotabe and Helsen, is that the realities of international marketing are more
“multilateral.” Suitable for all business majors, the text encourages students to learn how marketing managers work across business functions for effective corporate
performance on a global basis and achievement of overall corporate goals. Global Marketing Management brings timely coverage in various economic and financial as well as
marketing issues that arise from the acutely recessionary market environment.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. The leading
MBA text in international marketing–with comprehensive cases. This leading book in international marketing features comprehensive cases that cover consumer, industrial, low
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tech and high tech, product and services marketing.
The Public Policy Process is essential reading for anyone trying to understand the process by which public policy is made. Explaining clearly the importance of the relationship between
theoretical and practical aspects of policy-making, the book gives a thorough overview of the people and organisations involved in the process. Fully revised and updated for a sixth edition,
The Public Policy Process provides
Charles Hill’s Global Business Today, 4e (GBT) has become an established text in the International Business market for its excellent but concise coverage of the key global issues including
the cultural context for global business, cross-border trade and investment, the global monetary system and competition in the global environment. GBT’s concise chapters give a general
introduction to international business - emphasizing the environmental factors, with less coverage of operations. Charles Hill is renowned for his attention to research trends and that is evident
in Global Business Today, 4e through a variety of real world examples and cases from small, medium, and large companies throughout the world
Known for both its narrative style and scientific rigor, Principles of Behavior is the premier introduction to behavior analysis. Through an exploration of experimental, applied, and theoretical
concepts, the authors summarize the key conversations in the field. They bring the content to life using humorous and engaging language and show students how the principles of behavior
relate to their everyday lives. The text’s tried-and-true pedagogy make the content as clear as possible without oversimplifying the concepts. Each chapter includes study objectives, key
terms, and review questions that encourage students to check their understanding before moving on, and incorporated throughout the text are real-world examples and case studies to
illustrate key concepts and principles. This edition features some significant organizational changes: the respondent conditioning chapter is now Chapter 1, a general introduction to operant
conditioning is now covered in Chapters 2 and 3, and the introduction to research methods is now covered in Chapter 4. These changes were made to help instructors prepare students for
starting a research project at the beginning of the course. Two new chapters include Chapter 5 on the philosophy supporting behavior analysis, and Chapter 24 on verbal behavior that
introduces B.F. Skinner’s approach and terminology. This edition also features a new full-color design and over 400 color figures, tables, and graphs. Principles of Behavior is an essential
resource for both introductory and intermediate courses in behavior analysis. It is carefully tailored to the length of a standard academic semester and how behavior analysis courses are
taught, with each section corresponding to a week’s worth of coursework. The text can also function as the first step in a student’s journey into becoming a professional behavior analyst at
the BA, MA, or PhD/EdD level. Each chapter of the text is integrated with the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) task list, serving as an excellent primer to many of the BACB tasks.
Resolving Moral Issues in Business. The ethical landscape of business is constantly changing, and the new edition of Business Ethics: Concepts and Cases has been revised to keep pace
with those changes most effecting business: accelerating globalization, constant technological updates, proliferating of business scandals. Business Ethics: Concepts and Cases introduces
the reader to the ethical concepts that are relevant to resolving moral issues in business; imparts the reasoning and analytical skills needed to apply ethical concepts to business decisions;
identifies moral issues specific to a business; provides an understanding of the social, technological, and natural environments within which moral issues in business arise; and supplies case
studies of actual moral conflicts faced by businesses. This Books á la Carte Edition is an unbound, three-hole punched, loose-leaf version of the textbook and provides students the opportunity
to personalize their book by incorporating their own notes and taking only the portion of the book they need to class – all at a fraction of the bound book price. Teaching and Learning
Experience Personalize Learning - MyThinkingLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted
partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking - Business Ethics: Concepts and Cases provides
summaries of basic ideas discussed within the text in its margins; presents conceptual materials first, and then offers discussion cases second through standardized chapters; all providing
students the chance to critically think about the material they are learning. Engage Students - Study questions at the beginning of each chapter, definitions of key terms in the margins, a
glossary, chapter-end study and discussion questions, end-of-chapter web resources, and chapter-opening concrete examples / cases all ensure students' complete understanding of the
material. Support Instructors - Teaching your course just got easier! You can create a Customized Text or use our Instructor's Manual, Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank or PowerPoint
Presentation Slides. Note: MyThinkingLab does no come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MyThinkingLab, please visit www.MyThinkingLab.com or you can purchase a
valuepack of the text + MyThinkingLab(VP ISBN-10: 0205029760, VP ISBN-13: 9780205029761)
Charles Hill's Global Business Today, 8e has become the most widely used text in the International Business market because its: Current–it is comprehensive and up-to-date. Application
Rich–it goes beyond an uncritical presentation and shallow explanation of the body of knowledge. Relevant–it focuses on managerial implications. Integrated–it maintains a tight, integrated
flow between chapters, and incorporates ancillary resources that enliven the text and making it easier to teach. Our research has shown that students and instructors alike enjoy the
interesting, informative, and accessible writing style of GBT – so much so that the writing has become Charles Hill's trademark. The author's passion and enthusiasm for the international
business arena is apparent on every page. In addition to boxed material which provides deep illustrations in every chapter, Hill carefully weaves interesting anecdotes into the narrative of the
text to engage the reader.
This text's user-friendly format, manageable length, and up-to-date real world examples enable students to experience business firsthand. 'Business in Action' takes students on an engaging
exploration of the fundamentals, strategies, and dynamics that make the business world work.
The Legal Environment of Business and Online Commerce, 6e examines how the current legal environment, government regulation, and e-commerce environment impact today's business
decisions. Legal Heritage and the Information Age; Business Ethics and Social Responsibility; Court Systems and Administrative Law; Alternative, Judicial, and E-Dispute Resolution;
Constitutional Law for Business and E-Commerce; Torts and Strict Liability; Criminal Law and Cyber Crimes; International and World Trade Law; Formation of Traditional and E-Contracts;
Performance of Traditional and E-Contracts; Cyber Law and E-Commerce; Sales, Leases, and Warranties; Credit, Secured Transactions, and Bankruptcy; Entrepreneurship and Small
Businesses; LLCs, LLPs, and Global Forms of Business; Corporations and Sarbanes-Oxley Act; Investor Protection and E-Securities Transactions; Agency Law; Equal Opportunity in
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Employment; Employment Compensation and Worker Protection Laws; Immigration and Labor Laws; Intellectual Property and Cyber Piracy; Antitrust Law and Unfair Trade Practices;
Consumer Protection and Global Product Safety; Environmental Protection and Global Warming; Estates, Leaseholds, and Regulation of Property MARKET: For readers interested in a current
and cutting-edge understanding of the legal environment of business and online commerce.
This book demonstrates how the theories and insights of anthropology have positively influenced the conduct of global business and commerce, providing a foundation for understanding the
impact of culture on global business, and global business on culture.

A fully revised and updated 8th edition of the highly renowned international bestseller The 8th edition of this highly acclaimed bestseller is thoroughly revised with every chapter
having been updated with special attention to the latest developments in marketing. Marketing Plans is designed as a tool and a user–friendly learning resource. Every point
illustrated by powerful practical examples and made actionable through simple, step–by–step templates and exercises. The book is established as essential reading for all serious
professional marketers and students of marketing, from undergraduate and postgraduate to professional courses for bodies such as CIM. Above all it provides a practical,
hands–on guide to implementing every single concept included in the text. New chapters and content include: A ‘Does it Work’ feature throughout demonstrating examples of
real successes using the processes in the book More substantial coverage of consumer behaviour to balance the book’s focus with B2B planning Digital techniques and
practices brought fully up to date Also includes a comprehensive online Tutors’ Guide and Market2Win Simulator for those who teach marketing strategy
The World Today is the number one bestselling brief World Regional Geography textbook. The seventh edition continues to bring readers geographic perspectives on a fastchanging world through the regional view. Restructured chapters provide a macro review of important physical, cultural, and political characteristics, drawing upon up-to-date
significant world events and crises. The cartographically superior maps have been updated for the seventh edition to offer an accurate and vast picture of the world--multi-layer,
interactive, GIA maps have been added to WileyPLUS Learning Space. To complement the extensive map program, the majority of the photos have been taken by our authors
during their field research, allowing the student to experience an authentic geographical viewpoint of our world.
Practical Business Statistics, Seventh Edition, provides a conceptual, realistic, and matter-of-fact approach to managerial statistics that carefully maintains, but does not
overemphasize mathematical correctness. The book provides deep understanding of how to learn from data and how to deal with uncertainty while promoting the use of practical
computer applications. This valuable, accessible approach teaches present and future managers how to use and understand statistics without an overdose of technical detail,
enabling them to better understand the concepts at hand and to interpret results. The text uses excellent examples with real world data relating to business sector functional
areas such as finance, accounting, and marketing. Written in an engaging style, this timely revision is class-tested and designed to help students gain a solid understanding of
fundamental statistical principles without bogging them down with excess mathematical details. Provides users with a conceptual, realistic, and matter-of-fact approach to
managerial statistics Offers an accessible approach to teach present and future managers how to use and understand statistics without an overdose of technical detail, enabling
them to better understand concepts and to interpret results Features updated examples and graphics (200+ figures) to illustrate important applied uses and current business
trends Includes robust ancillary instructional materials such as an instructor’s manual, lecture slides, and data files to save you time when preparing for class
Discover success in global business today with the most strategic approach to international business topics and unique coverage not found in other books. GLOBAL BUSINESS,
4th Edition, is the first global business book that answers the big question, What determines the success and failure of firms around the globe? Globally renowned scholar and
author Mike Peng integrates both an institution-based view and resource-based view throughout every chapter, bringing an unparalleled continuity and strategic approach to the
learning process. The book combines an inviting, conversational style with the latest research and examples that reflect the most recent global developments. A wealth of
business cases from Mike Peng and other respected international experts delve into how companies throughout the world have expanded globally. All-new video cases that
cover every chapter's opening case and closing case, world maps that connect geography and culture to business decisions, and unique global debate sections that draw you
into cutting-edge international discussions help you learn to think independently and view business challenges from a truly global perspective. With GLOBAL BUSINESS, 4th
Edition, you view business through the eyes of a true world citizen and gain the understanding you need to become an effective manager within today's global business
landscape. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
In this new and updated ultimate filmmaker’s guide, Louise Levison gives you easy-to-use steps for writing an investor-winning business plan for a feature film, including: A
comprehensive explanations for each of the eight sections of a plan Full financial section with text and tables A sample business plan A companion website with additional
information for various chapters and detailed financial instructions ? advanced math not needed An explanation on how feature documentary, animated and large-format films
differ A guide to pitching to investors: who they are, what they want and what to tell them Words of advice: Filmmakers share their experiences raising money from equity
investors
A nation's economic success depends on the capacity of its companies and trading organizations to develop business relationships, trade and do business in the international
arena. Doing business across borders subtly changes the processes and skills the successful manager needs. Cultural, social, geographic and legal factors serve to complicate
the picture. The mantra for managers today is think global, act local. In this handbook the authors concentrate on the big developments that currently are happening at an
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international level. They consider how managers operating in the global business landscape must change what they do to create advantages and remain competitive. The Global
Business Handbook is based on the structure of the very successful IÉSEG International School of Management's programme on international management. It includes a global
focus, backed by the latest research on different aspects of international business carried out in different parts of the world.
"'International Business' addresses the strategic, structural and functional implications of international business in firms around the world."--Source inconnue.
Thoroughly updated, the 9th edition of this bestselling textbook incorporates global trends and data, supported by an exemplary case selection based on firms from around the
world. The internationally cited author team of Czinkota, Ronkainen, and Gupta balance conceptual understanding of business theory with the day-to-day realities of business
practice, preparing students to become successful participants in the global business place. This edition brings greater focus on Asia and emerging markets, as well as Brexit, the
impact of COVID-19 on business and the importance of technology and the digital space to international business practice. Through its discussion and analysis, the book guides
students to a greater understanding of contemporary business issues and helps them to develop new tools of analysis. Covering all key aspects of international business, the
authors emphasize a few key dimensions: international context, role of government in international business, small- and medium-sized firms, and social responsibility.
Now in its eighth edition, The Cultural Dimension of Global Business continues to provide an essential foundation for understanding the impact of culture on global business and global business on culture.
The highly experienced authors demonstrate how the theory and insights of cultural anthropology can positively influence the conduct of global business, examining a range of issues that individuals and
organizations face as they work globally and across cultures. The cross-cultural scenarios presented in each chapter allow students of business, management, and anthropology alike to explore cultural
difference while gaining valuable practice in thinking through a variety of complex and thorny cultural issues. The fully updated eighth edition offers: • an expanded focus on organizational activities, with two
new chapters that provide greater insight into organizational culture and change, and customer engagement; • fresh case study material with a range of examples drawn from around the world; • further
resources via a companion website, including a fully updated Instructor’s Manual and new interactive quiz questions for students.
Praised for its authoritative coverage, Global Political Economy places the study of international political economy (IPE) in its broadest theoretical contextnow updated to cover the continuing global economic
crisis and regional relationships and impacts. This text not only helps students understand the fundamentals of how the global economy works but also encourages them to use theory to more fully grasp the
connections between key issue areas like trade and development. Written by a leading IPE scholar, this text equally emphasizes theory and practice to provide a framework for analyzing current events and
long-term developments in the global economy. New to the Seventh Edition Focuses on the ongoing global economic crisis and the continuing European sovereign debt crisis, along with other regional
economic issues, including their implications for relationships in the global economy. Offers fuller and updated discussions of critical perspectives like feminism and environmentalism, and includes new
material differentiating among the terms neomercantilism, realism, mercantilism, and economic nationalism. Updated, author-written Test Bank is provided to professors as an e-Resource on the book’s
Webpage.
This completely revised edition of a popular text combines text, readings and case studies to help readers develop the knowledge, perspective and skills they need in order to conduct global business
successfully. Includes a unique combination of text, readings and case studies to help readers understand the practice of global business and management. Features a new, field-tested framework for
improving cross-cultural communications. This edition includes new, and updated case studies covering a range of industries of different sizes, in almost every continent.
Unlike any other MIS textbook franchise, our Baltzan texts (Business Driven Technology, Business Driven Information Systems and M: Information Systems) discuss various business initiatives first and how
technology supports those initiatives second. The premise for this unique approach is that business initiatives should drive technology choices. Every discussion in these texts first addresses the business
needs and then addresses the technology that supports those needs. Business Driven Technology5e offers you the flexibility to customize your course according to your needs and the needs of your students
by covering only essential concepts and topics in the five core units, while providing additional in-depth coverage in the business and technology plug-ins. This text contains 20 chapters, 20 business plug-ins,
and 12 technology plug-ins offering you the ultimate flexibility in tailoring content to the exact needs of your MIS or IT course. The unique construction of this text allows you to cover essential concepts and
topics in the five core units while providing you with the ability to customize a course and explore certain topics in greater detail with the business and technology plug-ins. Plug-ins are fully developed modules
of text that include student learning outcomes, case studies, business vignettes, and end-of-chapter material such as key terms, individual and group questions and projects, and case study exercises. We
realize that instructors today require the ability to cover a blended mix of topics in their courses. While some instructors like to focus on networks and infrastructure throughout their course, others choose to
focus on ethics and security. Business Driven Technology was developed to easily adapt to your needs. Each chapter and plug-in is independent so you can: *Cover any or all of the chapters as they suit your
purpose. *Cover any or all of the business plug-ins as they suit your purpose. *Cover any or all of the technology plug-ins as they suit your purpose. *Cover the plug-ins in any order you wish. Baltzan,
Business Driven Technology 5e: Engaging * Flexible * 100% Supported
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition as a bundle with its latest, the
Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition now contains detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice Guide, created in partnership with Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to
connect waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has been updated to reflect the latest good practices in
project management. New to the Sixth Edition, each knowledge area will contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and Adaptive Environments, describing how these practices integrate in
project settings. It will also contain more emphasis on strategic and business knowledge—including discussion of project management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and
the essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been developed as a resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile approaches. This practice guide provides
guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches and provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice guide is aligned with other PMI
standards, including A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was developed as the result of collaboration between the Project Management Institute
and the Agile Alliance.
For undergraduate and graduate courses in global marketing The excitement, challenges, and controversies of global marketing. Global Marketing reflects current issues and events while offering conceptual
and analytical tools that will help students apply the 4Ps to global marketing. MyMarketingLab for Global Marketing is a total learning package. MyMarketingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
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assessment program that truly engages students in learning. It helps students better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams–resulting in better performance in the course–and provides educators a dynamic
set of tools for gauging individual and class progress.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAW AND ITS ENVIRONMENT, 8e, International Edition centers on the basic market-entry strategies most firms deploy as they expand into international markets: trade in
goods and services, protecting and licensing intellectual property, and foreign direct investment. Interweaving the law with ethics-related issues, the text shows how individual firms manage these strategies in
different ways while discussing the latest political, economic, and legal developments around the world. Helpful features such as case examples, end-of-chapter questions, and ethics activities help solidify
your understanding of the material.
Blending theory with real-life applications, the 8th Edition of LAW AND ETHICS IN THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT presents up-to-the-minute issues in business ethics, along with the latest in case law for
an exciting and thought-provoking text. Rather than shying away from controversial topics, the text encourages lively classroom debate on everything from privacy and workers' rights to diversity and
stereotyping. Its insightful cases, end-of-chapter questions, historical quotes, and chapter projects sharpen your critical thinking skills, while a wealth of interactive assignments like role plays, mock trials,
roundtables, and negotiations prepare you for the ethical and legal dilemmas of the business world. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
WHATS IN IT FOR ME? Information technology lives all around us-in how we communicate, how we do business, how we shop, and how we learn. Smart phones, iPods, PDAs, and wireless devices
dominate our lives, and yet it's all too easy for students to take information technology for granted. Rainer and Turban's Introduction to Information Systems, 2nd edition helps make Information Technology
come alive in the classroom. This text takes students where IT lives-in today's businesses and in our daily lives while helping students understand how valuable information technology is to their future
careers. The new edition provides concise and accessible coverage of core IT topics while connecting these topics to Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Management, Human resources, and Operations, so
students can discover how critical IT is to each functional area and every business. Also available with this edition is WileyPLUS - a powerful online tool that provides instructors and students with an
integrated suite of teaching and learning resources in one easy-to-use website. The WileyPLUS course for Introduction to Information Systems, 2nd edition includes animated tutorials in Microsoft Office 2007,
with iPod content and podcasts of chapter summaries provided by author Kelly Rainer.
• Binder Ready Loose-Leaf Text (0077437608) - This full featured text is provided as an option to the price sensitive student. It is a full 4 color text that’s three whole punched and made available at a
discount to students. Also available in a package with Connect Plus (0077437527).
Charles Hill's Global Business Today, 3e (GBT) has become an established text in the International Business market for its excellent, but concise coverage of the key global issues including the cultural
context for global business, cross-border trade and investment, the global monetary system and competition in the global environment. GBT's concise chapters give a general introduction to international
business - emphasizing the environmental factors, with less coverage of operations. Charles Hill is renowned for his attention to research trends and that is evident in Global Business Today, 3e through a
variety of real world examples and cases from small, medium, and large companies throughout the world.
This newly revised eighth edition of Southeast Asia in the New International Era provides readers with contemporary coverage of a vibrant region home to more than 650 million people, vast cultural diversity,
and dynamic globalized markets. Sensitive to historical legacies and paying special attention to developments since the end of the Cold War, this book highlights the events, players, and institutions that
shape the region. Employing a country-by-country format, the analysis engages in context-specific treatment of the region's eleven countries: Thailand, Myanmar (Burma), Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, the
Philippines, Indonesia, Timor-Leste, Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei. Fully updated, the book’s revised content includes Rodrigo Duterte’s drug war in the Philippines, Malaysia’s historic 2018 election
ending four decades of UMNO rule, Hun Sen’s latest power grab in Cambodia, and a consequential monarchical transition in post-coup Thailand. It also analyzes recent developments in the South China
Sea dispute, the Rohingya tragedy in Myanmar, China’s expanding Belt and Road Initiative, as well as the effects of the Trump Administration’s tariffs and trade war. An excellent resource for students, this
textbook makes sense of the region's coups, elections, policy debates, protests, and alliances, leaving readers with a solid foundation for further study.
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